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Differential interference contrast x-ray microscopy
with submicron resolution
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Progress in lithography and nanofabrication@E. Di Fabrizio et al., Nature ~London! 401, 895
~1999!# has made it possible to apply differential interference contrast~DIC! in x-ray microscopy
using an original x-ray doublet lens based on two specially developed zone plates. Switching from
bright-field imaging ~absorption contrast! to x-ray DIC, we observe, similar to visible-light
microscopy, a dramatic increase in image contrast for weak absorbing samples. We anticipate that
this technique will have a significant impact on x-ray imaging and may play a role comparable to
DIC imaging in visible-light microscopy. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360776#
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Differential interference contrast~DIC! was introduced
to visible-light microscopy by Nomarski1 over four decades
ago, and was quickly established as a milestone in mod
microscopy techniques. The employment of interferen
contrast techniques in x-ray imaging and microscopy
taken place more than a century after the discovery of x r
by Röntgen,2 is still challenging, mainly due to two reason
~1! It is only in the last decades that specialists have s
ceeded in developing suitable high-quality reflectin3

refracting,4 and diffracting x-ray optical components.5,6 ~2!
Suitable beam splitters with small shears~i.e., displacement
of split beams! and the geometrical requirements on pa
lengths are complicated to generate for x rays.

X-ray imaging, in particular, x-ray microscopy, ofte
suffers from a lack of absorption resulting in low contra
images, especially when multi-keV x rays are used. Differ
approaches for using the real, phase shifting part of the
fractive index were made possible in the past to overco
this problem.7–12 An advanced technique for high-resolutio
imaging applying the Zernike phase contrast to zone-pl
based x-ray microscopy was introduced by Schmahl
Rudolph,12 showing contrast enhancement for a low abso
ing specimen at the cost of the appearance of diffrac
halos, as known from visible-light microscopy. In 196
Bonse and Hart established x-ray interferometry techniq
for multi-keV x radiation.13 Combination of x-ray interfer-
ometry with high-spatial-resolution x-ray imaging using t
Young double-slit method was proposed, but was not imp
mented in applications up to now.14,15 From a detailed look

a!Electronic mail: wilhein@rheinahrcampus.de
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at the diffraction properties of zone plates~ZPs! ~Refs. 16
and 17! used for high-resolution x-ray microscopy, ha
emerged the idea of combining x-ray interferometry and m
croscopy in order to achieve DIC operation of an existi
x-ray microscope,18 basically similar to DIC microscopy in
the visible-light regime.

ZPs are circular diffraction gratings with radially in
creasing line density that generate focal spots given byf m

52rDr /(lm), wherel denotes the wavelength,f m the focal
length in themth diffraction order,Dr the outer zone width,
andr the radius of the zone plate. The spatial resolution a
depth of focus~DOF! of a ZP in 1st diffraction order are
given by19

d51.22Dr , ~1a!

DOF562Dr 2/l, ~1b!

whered is the diameter of the Airy disk in the focal plane.
zone plate~ZP1! splits an incident plane wave in a~zero-
order! plane wave and a set of spherical waves~1st and
higher orders!. A second zone plate~ZP2! placed closely
behind the first one interacts with the x radiation comi
from ZP1, as drawn in Fig. 1. Relevant for DIC image fo
mation in the described setup are the 0th and 1st order
both zone plates. All other diffraction orders can be sor
out by appropriate apertures. 0th and 1st orders of ZP1
split up in two pairs corresponding to the 0th and 1st ord
of ZP2, resulting in four waves evolving in the image spa
The setup can be arranged in a way that only the comb
tions of the 0th order of ZP1 with the 1st order of ZP2, a
vice versa, contribute effectively to the image.20 The inter-
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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ference of these two waves creates an interference pa
that superposes the x-ray image formed in the detector pl
In this case, ZP1 and ZP2 are of same focal length and t
separation along the optical axis is small compared to
image distance. The pattern consists of linear fringes w
spacings given by

s5
lA

a
, ~2!

wherel denotes the wavelength,a the lateral displacemen
of the two zone plates, andA the distance of their back foca
planes to the detector.

Differential imaging means that the lateral image se
ration is smaller than the spatial resolution of the imag
optics. According to Eq.~1a!, the zone plate imaging fulfills
this condition when the lateral displacement of the two zo
plates is of the order of the outermost zone widthDr . In
addition, the separation of the zone plates along the op
axis has to be well within the DOF, otherwise one wou
observe two different-sized images.

On the basis of these considerations, we generate
doublet of ZPs with the following geometrical characterist
at a photon energy of 4 keV~corresponding tol50.31 nm!:
r 537.75mm, first-order focal lengthf 1550 nm, outer zone
width Dr 5200 nm, and zone height of 420 nm. The theor
ical first-order diffraction efficiency~that is, the fraction of
the incoming light diffracted into the first order! of each ZP
is 14%. The zero-order transmitted-light fraction is 35%. T
two zone plates are designed by a special fabrication pro
on both sides of a 1-mm-thick Si3N4 window. Equation~1b!
gives DOF56258mm, thus the on-axis separation of th
zone plates is far below the DOF. A special alignment p

FIG. 1. X-ray interference imaging with a zone plate doublet.~a! Beam
splitting accomplished by ZP1 and ZP2 generates four waves in the im
space. Apertures~not shown! block all combinations of diffraction orders
other than 0/11 and11/0, resulting in interference of two spherical wav
originating from P1 and P2. The lateral displacement of P1 and P2 is o
same valuea that denotes the spacing of ZP1 and ZP2.~b! The two zone
plates, ZP1 and ZP2, on both sides of the same substrate create two la
displaced images. Keeping the spacinga of ZP1 and ZP2 smaller than th
spatial resolutiond, a single image in differential interference contrast~DIC!
is observed.
Downloaded 13 Jul 2001 to 129.49.56.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cedure allowed displacing the two ZPs by less than 100
or less than half of the outer zone width.

The experiment was carried out at the x-ray microsco
beamline ID21 at the European Synchrotron Radiat
Facility20,21 using a photon energy of 4 keV. A single Z
provided a first-order diffraction efficiency of 14%, which
the theoretically achievable value. The diffraction efficien
of the ZP doublet is measured to 10%, which is in agreem
with theory when the absorption of the zero-order light in t
first ZP and the absorption of the 1st order light of ZP1 in t
ZP2 are taken into account. The setup of the modified f
field imaging microscope is similar to a visible-light tran
mission microscope with critical illumination: A condensin
optic focuses the beam onto the sample. The ZP dou
projects the magnified image onto a charge-coupled-de
detector. Different from the visible-light Nomarski DIC
microscopy,1 no additional optical components like a pola
izer, analyzer, and Wollaston prisms are needed in the x
optical scheme. The spatial resolution of the DIC full-fie
imaging x-ray microscope equipped with the described
doublet was tested by imaging a tungsten Siemens
pattern22 with spokes varying from 1 to 0.1mm. Features
down to 0.16mm could be resolved.

The potential of the DIC x-ray technique is demonstra
in the following images. Figure 2 shows a comparison of
x-ray images of 2-mm-thin PMMA structures taken in brigh
field or absorption contrast and DIC contrast at 4 keV pho
energy. The structures are almost transparent and can h
be seen in bright-field x-ray imaging, whereas they a
clearly visible in the x-ray DIC contrast. Figure 3 shows t
x-ray images giant moss spores ofDawsonia superba. The
three-dimensional appearance~shadowing! of the structures

ge

e

ally

FIG. 2. Comparison of bright field with DIC x-ray imaging. The imag
show 2-mm-thick PMMA test structures with 98.7% transmission at 4 ke
photon energy.~a! and ~b! 1-mm-wide squares.~c! and ~d! Rings with 2.5
mm outer diameter.~a! and ~c! Bright-field and~b! and ~d! differential in-
terference contrast x-ray microscope images. The strong contrast enh
ment results from utilizing the two orders of magnitude higher phase sh
ing real part~x-ray DIC! instead of the imaginary part~bright field! of the
refractive indexn512d2 ib ~PMMA: d51.6931025, b51.5331027).
The exposure time is 5 s, and the field of view is 20mm.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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is similar to the visible-light DIC due to the directionality o
the differential image shift.

We point out that the ZP doublet developed and used
this x-ray DIC microscopy experiment performed we
within our expectations. For further investigations, effo
toward ZP doublet manufacturing will be made in order
improve the spatial resolution, diffraction efficiency, and d
placement control. The contrast enhancement can be
mized by adapting and tuning the diffraction efficiency
both ZPs.

The x-ray DIC method can be extended to soft x-rays
well as to hard x-rays employing modern lithography a
nanofabrication techniques for manufacturing of appropr
diffractive optics. To further assess the potential of x-r
DIC, some aspects of the possible applications should
noted.~1! Elemental mapping with high spatial resolution
usually performed by scanning the photon energy acros
absorption edge~‘‘spectromicroscopy’’!.23,24 On the long-
wavelength side of the absorption edge, the image contra
low due to weak absorption of the investigated eleme
X-ray DIC combined with spectromicroscopy might help
overcome this difficulty.~2! Contrast enhancement usin
specimen phase information leads to a significant reduc
of radiation dose applied during exposure and plays, th

FIG. 3. ~a! Bright-field and~b! x-ray DIC image of giant moss spores o
Dawsonia superba. The exposure time is 10 s.
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fore, an important role in x-ray imaging of radiation
sensitive biological specimens.25 ~3! The interference optics
are not limited to a full-field imaging setup and can also
used for scanning-type microscopes.
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